
adjective scientist observe oxygen surface

oxygen observe surface adjective scientist

observe surface adjective scientist oxygen

adjective observe oxygen surface scientist

oxygen adjective scientist observe surface

scientist oxygen observe surface adjective

observe surface adjective oxygen scientist

surface observe oxygen scientist adjective

oxygen scientist surface adjective observe

surface adjective scientist observe oxygen
      
cold read = _______ words correct in one minute          warm read = _______ words correct in one minute 

                                      
Name_______________________

Sight Word Speed Drill, Week 5 



within it in the ocean have given is near the some areas

is near the have given some areas within it in the ocean

have given some areas within it in the ocean is near the

within it have given is near the some areas in the ocean

is near the within it in the ocean have given some areas

in the ocean is near the have given some areas within it

have given some areas within it is near the in the ocean

some areas have given is near the in the ocean within it

is near the in the ocean some areas within it have given

some areas within it in the ocean have given is near the

      

cold read = _______ correct phrases        warm read = _______ correct phrases 

                                      
Name_______________________

Phrase Speed Drill, Week 5 



Name: ___________________________________ 

Speed Drill, Week 5, Day 3: SENTENCES 

1.    How do we know about ocean life? 
2.    Some areas of the ocean are colder than others. 
3.    A trench is a long, narrow valley in the ocean floor. 
4.    Fewer animals live in deep ocean water. 
5.    Scientists study living things in ocean water. 
6.    How do people learn about life in each zone? 
7.    Yet some kinds of animals live in the deep, dark, ocean. 
8.    Soon, the scientist sees other deep-sea animals. 
9.    Scientists study living things in ocean water. 
10. A trench is a long, narrow valley in the ocean floor. 
11. How do we know about ocean life? 
12. Yet some kinds of animals live in the deep, dark, ocean. 
13. How do people learn about life in each zone? 
14. Fewer animals live in deep ocean water. 
15. Some areas of the ocean are colder than others. 
16. How do we know about ocean life? 
17. Fewer animals live in deep ocean water. 
18. Soon, the scientist sees other deep-sea animals. 
 

Read #1: Words correct per minute __________ 

Read #2: Words correct per minute __________ 



Name: ______________________________ 

Speed Drill, Week 5, Day 4: PASSAGE 

Directions:  
1.  For one minute, you will read as many words 

as you can, starting with “Searching for 
Shipwrecks” on page 26 of your textbook, 
Ocean Exploration.  Continue on to page 27 if 
you still have time. 

 
2.  Stop and count the words you have read. 

Record that number here: 
 

_________________ words per minute 
 

3.  Read the same passages again for one minute. 
At the end of one minute, count the words 
you read. Is it better than last time? 

 
___________________ words per minute 
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